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2.1 ( $IP$ )






$\Delta IP_{t}=\beta_{s_{t}}+\epsilon_{s_{l},t} \epsilon_{s_{l},/}\sim N(0,h_{s_{(}}) \ln(h_{s}, )=\lambda_{s}, s, =1,2$ (1)
2.2 TOPIX
TOPIX TOPIX (2)
$Def$ , $LS$ , 1,
$DY$ TOPIX





3 $\beta_{s_{l}}^{Def},$ $\beta_{S}^{LS},$ $\beta_{s}^{1}$ 2
Perez-Quiros and Timmermann (2000) [4]
$r_{m,t}=\beta_{s}, +\beta_{s}^{Def}Def_{-1}+\beta_{s_{l}}^{IS}LS_{\dashv}+\beta_{s}^{l}I_{-1}+\beta^{DY}DY_{-1}+\epsilon_{s_{(}./}’$ (2)






(3) $p_{t}$ $t$ $t+1$ 1
$q_{t}$ $t$ $t+1$ 2
$p_{t}=Pr(s_{t}=1|s_{-1}=1;\Delta CLI_{t-1})=\phi(\eta_{0}+\eta_{1}\Delta CLI_{t-1})$
(3)
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-Def -$LS$ -$I$ $IP$
1.000
-De 0.745 1.000
-$LS$ 0.969 0.704 1.000
-$I$ 0.574 0.345 0.457 1. $W0$
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5 $IP$
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6 $IP$ -Def
$2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012$
7 $IP$ -$LS$





$LR$-test -Def - $LS$ - $I$ $\chi^{2}(2)$
180.99 177.63 178.90 177.83
x$\iota$b $\frac{-}{\S}\dagger$ $671^{**}$ $417$ $631^{**}$ 599
$**$ 5%
$\beta_{1}=\beta_{2}=0$ $\beta_{1},$ $\beta_{2}$ $-$
254
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